Today, humanity’s demand for resources vastly are outpacing nature’s ability to supply them. Food, water, climate and extinction emergencies are unfolding before our eyes. **8 BILLION ANGELS** tells the truth about the conflict between our human numbers and the sustainability of our planet.

**8 BILLION ANGELS** takes us on an immersive and emotional journey into the lives of farmers, fishermen and others as they confront the economic, social and health effects of unsustainable population growth.

**8 BILLION ANGELS** offers solutions to our environmental crises that are practical, high-impact, and scientifically-proven to heal the planet and ensure a better quality of life for all Earth's inhabitants.

Our community viewing model allows educators, PTAs, religious organizations, public health professionals, environmental organizations, and businesses to create a screening event customized for your audience and objectives.

Visit [www.8billionangels.org/host-a-screening](http://www.8billionangels.org/host-a-screening), call us at 1(610)420-5989 or contact us at [info@8billionangels.org](mailto:info@8billionangels.org) to get started.

**Join groups including:**

---

Filmmaker, naturalist and activist, Terry Spahr is an expert on the role of human consumption and population as it relates to sustainability. Spahr is the Executive Director of the environmental nonprofit Earth Overshoot.

**PRODUCER, TERRY SPAHR**

"An absorbing tale revealing the shocking truth."
- William Ripple, Lead Author, Scientists' Warning to Humanity

"A much needed call for action"
- Paul Ehrlich, Author & Professor, Stanford University
Testimonials & Reviews

8 Billion Angels

The New York Times
‘8 Billion Angels’ Review: Giving Earth Top Billing
"...noble in its attempt to drive home some of the more abstract aspects of our environmental crisis...."

The Guardian
‘It’s a massive injustice’: inside a film on the dangers of overpopulation
"Though shrinking population growth is important, so is the manner of getting to the aforementioned goal, [Producer] Spahr maintains. Doing so ethically, he reasons, will result in a much brighter future for all."

"After viewing I feel empowered that my generation has the chance to make a greener Earth." - Grace K., Grade 12, PA

"8 Billion Angels surveys a broad set of environmental problems and aptly links them to the outsized impact of consumption by developed nations. "... the film visits themes that often appear in textbooks but are hard to find well represented in a documentary." - Mark C., HS Science Teacher, PA

"8 Billion Angels is a great reminder of what is important."
- Professor Paul Sutton, University of Denver

"8 Billion Angels is absolutely amazing and it's the environmental documentary that the world desperately needs." - Sarah Lim, Student, National University of Singapore

Community Screening Inquiries:
info@8billionangels.org
ph: (610)420-5989